Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) confined in a two-dimensional (2D) harmonic trap are known to possess a hidden 2D Schrödinger symmetry, that is, the Schrödinger symmetry modified by a trapping potential. Spontaneous breaking of this symmetry gives rise to a breathing motion of the BEC, whose oscillation frequency is robustly determined by the strength of the harmonic trap. In this paper, we demonstrate that the concept of the 2D Schrödinger symmetry can be applied to predict the nature of three dimensional (3D) collective modes propagating along a condensate confined in an elongated trap. We find three kinds of collective modes whose existence is robustly ensured by the Schrödinger symmetry, which are physically interpreted as one breather mode and two Kelvin-ripple complex modes, i.e., composite modes in which the vortex core and the condensate surface oscillate interactively. We provide analytical expressions for the dispersion relations (energy-momentum relation) of these modes using the Bogoliubov theory [D. A. Takahashi and M. Nitta, Ann. Phys. 354, 101 (2015)]. Furthermore, we point out that these modes can be interpreted as "quasi-massive-Nambu-Goldstone (NG) modes," that is, they have the properties of both quasi-NG and massive NG modes: quasi-NG modes appear when a symmetry of a part of a Lagrangian, which is not a symmetry of a full Lagrangian, is spontaneously broken, while massive NG modes appear when a modified symmetry is spontaneously broken.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conformal symmetry plays crucial roles in many branches of modern physics to extract nontrivial consequences which are far from intuition. The non-relativistic d-dimensional Schrödinger equation, i∂ t ψ = −∇ 2 ψ with ∇ = (∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ d ), has a spacetime scaling symmetry, whose transformation group is called the Schrödinger group (or non-relativistic conformal group) denoted by Sch(d) (e.g., Refs. [1] [2] [3] ). In particular, the generators of the special Schrödinger transformation, the dilatation, and the time-translation form the sl(2, R) algebra.
The Schrödinger symmetry survives under a specific nonlinear generalization. Let us consider the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation,
where g is a nonzero constant. Then, this equation preserves the Sch(d) covariance if the power is given by α = 4, 2, and 4 3 for d = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The cases (d, α) = (1, 4) and (2, 2) are important in the physics of ultracold atomic gases, since they represent the dynamics of the Tonks-Girardeau gas in one dimension [4, 5] and the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation describing the dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) in two-dimensional (2D) systems. The above-mentioned Sch(d) symmetries can be applied, in fact, even in the presence of the harmonic trap,
which can be experimentally realized by standard techniques in ultracold atomic gases. Due to the existence of the harmonic trap, the original Schrödinger symmetry is explicitly * daisuke.takahashi@keio.jp broken. However, the harmonic trap term can be eliminated by a certain transformation, so that a modified symmetry exists. Thus, nontrivial time-dependent solutions can be generated from a stationary solution [5] [6] [7] [8] . The breathing motion of the 2D BEC in a harmonic trap originating from the sl(2, R) is theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in Refs. [6, 9] . The Schrödinger symmetry in a harmonic trap was discussed in the context of non-relativistic conformal field theory in Ref. [10, 11] . Similar investigations in supersymmetric gauge theories with a harmonic trap (Ω-background) are found in Ref. [12] . The aim of this paper is a different application of 2D Schrödinger symmetry -we apply it to predict the collective modes in three-dimensional (3D) BECs trapped in an elongated trap. Our setup is a harmonic trapping potential in the xy-directions and translationally invariance in the z-direction, representing a trap elongating in the z-direction. We emphasize that the 3D GP equation itself is not covariant under the Sch(3) operations. Nevertheless, we find three kinds of collective modes whose existence is robustly guaranteed by the 2D Schrödinger symmetry. The physical interpretation of the three modes is: (i) a breather mode, which can be regarded as a generalization of the breathing mode in 2D BEC [6, 8] , now propagating along the elongated z direction, and (ii) two Kelvin-ripple (KR) complex modes, i.e., the composite modes consisting of the helical oscillation of the vortex core and the condensate surface. See Fig. 1 for their physical picture. Moreover, we derive an analytical expression for the dispersion relations (energy-momentum relations) of these modes, using the Bogoliubov theory approach [13] [14] [15] .
The above-mentioned collective modes are one of the variant concepts of the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) modes emerging in the systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). Recently, a general framework of NG modes in nonrelativistic systems has been explored [16] [17] [18] . Our modes have properties of two variants of NG modes: massive NG modes and quasi-NG modes.
When a generalized chemical potential term generated by a symmetry generator is added to the original Hamiltonian or Lagrangian, NG modes are gapped and such modes are called massive NG modes [19] [20] [21] . They are gapful, but their existence is still robustly ensured and the value of the energy gap is determined only by the Lie algebra of the symmetry group. Although the authors in Refs. [19] [20] [21] interpreted that they become massive because of explicit symmetry breaking by the chemical potential term, it is not the case; adding chemical potential does not explicitly break the original symmetry but just modifies it. This fact was found for the Schrödinger symmetry [8] following the cases of the O(2, 1) subgroup [5, 6] and the Galilean subgroup [7] . Here, a harmonic trapping potential can be introduced as a generalized chemical potential for the special Schrödinger symmetry. All possible generalized chemical potentials including the rotation generator were introduced in Ref. [8] . When such modified symmetry is spontaneously broken, there appear massive NG modes. Thus, the breathing, harmonic oscillation and cyclotron motions of the 2D trapped BEC can be identified as massive NG modes corresponding to spontaneously broken modified Schrödinger symmetry [8] .
On the other hand, the equation of motion or a part of a Lagrangian sometimes has a symmetry larger than the original Lagrangian. When such an enhanced symmetry is spontaneously broken, there appear quasi-NG modes [22] . In this case, the ground-state order-parameter space (OPS) is enlarged from the original OPS of usual NG modes. Quasi-NG modes become gapped when quantum corrections are taken into account. Such situation occurs in pions for chiral symmetry breaking [23] , SSB in supersymmetric field theories [14, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , and condensed matter systems such as superfluid helium 3 [31] , the spin-2 spinor BEC [32] , and neutron 3 P 2 superfluids [33] . Quasi-NG modes which are quite close to the current study appear in a Skyrmion line in magnets [34] , which has two gapless modes propagating along the line, that is, the dilaton-magnon mode and Kelvin mode. Here, the former corresponds to a spontaneous breaking of the dilational symmetry, which is a symmetry in the 2D section of the Skyrmion line but not a symmetry of full 3D.
As mentioned above, we will point out that the collective modes found in this paper satisfy both quasi-and massive conditions -namely, they are the "quasi-massive-NG modes."
Rather surprisingly, a more fundamental low-energy excitation, i.e., the Kelvin mode [35] , cannot be exactly treated by the concept of symmetry in the presence of a trapping potential, and we can find it only numerically. In the case of the Kelvin mode, the vortex core solely oscillates and is not coupled with the condensate-surface oscillation [ Fig. 1  (A) ], in contrast to the KR modes mentioned above. This mode shows the Landau instability (negative dispersion) in the finite-size systems, which is consistent with the case study of the cylindrical trap [15, 36] . Studies of the Kelvin modes in ultracold atomic gases in a trapping potential can be found in Refs. [37] [38] [39] . In the trapless limit, the Kelvin mode becomes an NG mode originating from an SSB of spatial trans- The breather mode, an oscillation of the outer condensate. (C) The KR complex mode. Using the concept of the 2D Schrödinger symmetry, we can rigorously find and determine the physical characteristics of excitations (B) and (C). There are one breather corresponding to (B) and two independent KR complex modes corresponding to (C). The pure Kelvin mode (A) cannot be discussed in the framework of the 2D Schrödinger symmetry, though we can find it numerically.
lation, and showing the noninteger dispersion ǫ ∼ −k 2 ln k [15, 40, 41] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the 3D GP and Bogoliubov equations, and clarify the problem discussed in this paper. In Sec. III, we summarize the result obtained from the 2D Schrödinger symmetry. In particular, we derive the zero-mode solutions of the Bogoliubov equation, which is essential in the Bogoliubov theory approach. Section IV describes the main results of this paper. We derive the collective excitations originating from the 2D Schrödinger symmetry and derive their dispersion relations. We also elucidate their physical picture. In Sec. V, we verify our main result by numerical calculations. We also mention the existence of the Kelvin mode [ Fig. 1, (A) ], which we cannot treat by the concept of the Schrödinger symmetry. In Sec. VI, we prove that the KR complex and breather modes [ Fig. 1, (B) ,(C)] can be identified as the quasi-massive-NG modes. Section VII is devoted to a summary and outlook.
II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
In this section, we clarify the problem which we want to solve in this paper. We start from the 3D GP equation with a harmonic trap in the x-and y-directions:
where
z is the 3D Laplacian, g is a coupling constant of two-body interaction, and ω > 0 represents the strength of the harmonic trap. We basically choose a repulsive interaction g > 0 to stabilize vortex solutions, but all results based on the symmetry discussion are valid regardless of the sign of g.
We emphasize that the 3D GP equation 
. In condensed matter theory, the Bogoliubov equation is frequently used to investigate the nature of low-energy excitations and linear stability for a given stationary state (e.g., Refs. [43] [44] [45] ).
We are interested in a solution of the form
where µ is a chemical potential and the cylindrical coordinates are defined by (x, y, z) = (r cos θ, r sin θ, z). We assume that f (r) is a non-negative real function and n ∈ Z represents a vortex charge. The differential equation for f (r) is given by
The particle number per unit length along the z-axis, N = |ψ| 2 dxdy = 2π r f 2 dr, is a monotonically increasing function of µ/ω which vanishes at µ = ω(|n| + 1).
For large gN the profile of f (r) for a vortexless state (n = 0) is estimated by the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximation [45] , where we ignore the kinetic term. The resultant is 5) which indicates that the position of the condensate surface is estimated as
We can numerically check that this surface position r TF is also valid for vortex states with small n's. Therefore, we can use r TF as an effective system size. The stationary Bogoliubov equation for the eigenenergy ǫ is obtained by setting
and the resultant equation is
10)
ǫ is an eigenenergy of the Bogoliubov quasiparticles, and m ∈ Z, k ∈ R are quantum numbers labeling eigenstates, indicating the quantized angular momentums and wavenumbers in the z-direction, respectively. The stationary Bogoliubov equation (2.8) always provides a pair of eigenstates w = (u, v)
T with numbers (ǫ, k, m) and
. Most eigenstates are determined only numerically. However, as we will see later, several important low-energy excitations can be identified only by symmetry considerations. Besides, we can calculate their dispersion relations (energymomentum relation) ǫ = ǫ(k) using the exact eigenfunctions found from the symmetry. The aim of this paper is therefore phrased as follows: Find all collective modes whose existence is robustly ensured by the symmetry, and determine their energy gaps and dispersion relations.
We solve the above-mentioned problem by the Bogoliubov theory approach [13] [14] [15] . The method consists of two procedures: (i) First, we construct a one-parameter family of the solutions to the GP equation, and by differentiating it, we get a zero-mode solution to the Bogoliubov equation. (ii) Next, regarding the σ 3 k 2 term as a perturbation term, we solve the finite-wavenumber problem by perturbation theory, and obtain the expansion of the dispersion relation ǫ = ǫ 0 + ǫ 2 k 2 + · · · . (For the linear dispersion relation, the perturbative expansion needs a modification [13, 14] . See the example of the Bogoliubov sound wave in Subsec. IV B.) Equation (2.8) reduces to the 2D equation if k = 0, and hence the 2D result coming from the 2D Schrödinger symmetry is partially applicable. We see this in the next section.
III. CONSEQUENCES OF 2D SCHRÖDINGER SYMMETRY
In this section, we summarize the 2D Schrödinger symmetry of the harmonically-trapped 2D NLS systems, and derive the SSB-originated zero-mode solutions for the Bogoliubov equation.
Henceforth, the algebra of the 2D Schrödinger group Sch(2) is denoted by sch(2).
A. Schrödinger symmetry in the 2D NLS systems with a harmonic trap
Let us consider the 2D NLS (or GP) equation with and without a harmonic trap:
Following Ref. [5] , we consider the following function-tofunction map T : , where
is the Schwarzian derivative. If τ(t) is chosen to be a fractional linear transformation τ(t) = at+b ct+d , ad − bc = 1, then the Schwarzian derivative vanishes and the map (3.3) produces a new solution of Eq. (3.1), and generators of such transformations forms the algebra sl(2, R), which is a subalgebra of sch(2). More general functions τ(t) induce extended Schrödinger transformations (e.g., Ref. [3] ), whose algebra is also called the Schrödinger-Virasoro algebra. The 2D NLS equation is not invariant under transformations with general τ(t)'s and hence the equation changes. The map (3.3) generally gives a time-dependent harmonic trap. The time-independent trap is obtained by [5] 
which is realized by the choice τ(t) = tan ωt ω . If ψ satisfies the free 2D NLS equation (3.1), then T trap [ψ] satisfies the trapped 2D NLS equation (3.2). We further define
which is realized by τ(t) = 
holds. Next, let us takeQ ∈ sch(2), and let us define T Sch(2) (α) := e iαQ . If ψ is a solution to the 2D NLS equation (3.1), then
iαQ ψ is also a solution to the same equation. Finally, we define
Following the above-mentioned properties, if ψ(t, x, y) satisfies the trapped 2D NLS equation (3.2), then φ(t, x, y, α) also satisfies the same equation. Thus, we get a family of solutions for Eq. (3.2) parametrized by a parameter α. Taking infinitesimal α, a set of operators {T trap •Q • T release |Q ∈ sch(2)} turns out to give the generators of the modified symmetry of the model (2.1), which has been directly discussed in [8] .
B. SSB-originated zero mode solutions for the Bogoliubov equation
Using the one-parameter family of solutions (3.7) for Eq. (3.2), we can now apply the formulation of NG modes based on the Bogoliubov theory [13] [14] [15] . The zero modes based on the symmetry and parameter derivatives have been discussed in the earlier paper [46] .
Let us introduce the Bogoliubov equation as a linearization of the GP equation (3.2):
. Now let us derive the SSB-originated zero-mode solutions [13] . If we differentiate Eq. (3.2) with ψ replaced by φ in Eq. (3.7) by α and set α = 0 after differentiation, we get a particular solution for the timedependent Bogoliubov equation (3.8):
This expression provides a formula analogous to Eq.(G.8) in the Appendix G of Ref. [13] , where massive NG modes are formulated in terms of the Bogoliubov theory. ChoosingQ from various elements of sch (2), we obtain several zero-mode solutions. (Note that in the case of massive NG modes, we get the finite-energy eigenstates of the Bogoliubov equation, but we still keep to use the term "zero-mode solutions" for brevity.) Since sch (2) is nine-dimensional, we obtain nine solutions of the form (3.9), unless ψ preserves some symmetry. The list of the solutions is shown below. We also attach expressions in the trap-free limit ω → 0, which obviously corresponds to T trap = id and hence given by w = (iQψ, −iQ * ψ * ) T .
(i) the x-translationQ = −i∂ x : e iαQ ψ(t, x, y) = ψ(t, x + α, y). (3.10)
(ii) the y-translationQ = −i∂ y :
e iαQ ψ(t, x, y) = ψ(t, x cos α − y sin α, x sin α + y cos α).
(3.16)
(iv) phase multiplicationQ = 1:
e iαQ ψ(t, x, y) = e α ψ(e 2α t, e α x, e α y). (3.29)
(ix) the special Schrödinger transformation
(3.32)
Note that the ordinary t-translation zero mode is reproduced by w t-trans − ω 2 w special = (ψ t , ψ * t ) T . We thus get nine solutions both for free (ω = 0) and trapped (ω 0) systems. However, if we consider a one-vortex solution in the trap-free (ω = 0) system, where ψ tends to a constant value in the spatial infinity |ψ| 2 → ρ ∞ , the zero-mode solutions created from the rotation (3.17), the Galilei transformation (3.22) and (3.25), the dilatation (3.31), and the special Schrödinger transformation (3.34) contain polynomial coefficients of x, y, and t. Hence, they are excluded from physical consideration due to an unphysical divergence at spatial and/or temporal infinities. Thus, for the stationary solution of the trap-free system, we only get three physical solutions: w x-trans , w y-trans , and w phase . This analysis provides a more simplified solution for the redundancy problem of NG modes [47] .
On the other hand, in the trapped system (ω 0), ψ decays in a Gaussian fashion, and the polynomial coefficient of x, y causes no problem in convergence. The t-dependence also appears in the form of cos ωt or sin ωt, which remains finite for all time. Thus, all zero-mode solutions created from all elements in sch(2) can contribute as independent physical modes. This situation is highly contrasted with the trap-free system.
IV. COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS PROPAGATING ALONG ELONGATED BECS IN 3D
A. Seed zero modes Equation (2.8) reduces to the 2D equation if k = 0, and thus the SSB-originated zero-mode solutions derived in Sec. III B can be applied. Though the solutions (3.11)-(3.33) are timedependent, we can make a stationary eigenstate for the stationary Bogoliubov equation ( 
This is made from w phase or w z-rot or w t-trans − ω 2 w special . (b) Seed of the first KR complex, (ǫ, k, m) = (ω, 0, −1):
This is made by w x-trans − iw y-trans − iω 2 (w x-Gal − iw y-Gal ). (c) Seed of the second KR complex, (ǫ, k, m) = (ω, 0, 1):
This is made by w x-trans + iw y-trans − 
This is made by ωw dila + i(w t-trans + ω 2 w special ).
In addition to the above four solutions (4.1)-(4.4), by the symmetry of the Bogoliubov equation, we have conjugate solutions σ 1 w KR1 , σ 1 w KR2 , and σ 1 w breather , whose eigenenergies and quantum numbers are given by (ǫ, k, m) = (−ω, 0, 1), (−ω, 0, −1), and (−2ω, 0, 0), respectively. Thus, we have seven solutions. Since w phase , w z-rot , and w t-trans − ω 2 w special are degenerate when ψ has the form (2.3), all possible solutions obtainable from the nine solutions (3.11)-(3.33) are exhausted by these seven solutions.
A physical picture of the above modes can be understood by considering the density and phase oscillations as follows. If an eigenstate of the Bogoliubov equation αw = α(u, v)
T is excited, where α > 0 is a small factor justifying the linearization in the derivation of the Bogoliubov equation, the small oscillation of the condensate is given by ψ+δψ = ψ+α(u+v * ). In particular, when the solution is given by the form (2.3) and (2.7), we obtain
From this, we can show that the density and phase fluctuations are expressed by The details of other modes will be discussed in the next subsection.
B. Dispersion relation
We now determine the dispersion relations ǫ(k)
as an unperturbed term and a perturbation term, respectively [13] [14] [15] . If we have an eigenstate w 0 = (u 0 , v 0 ) T with eigenvalue ǫ 0 , the leading-order correction of the eigenvalue is given by:
where the σ-inner product for
T is defined by
This product is invariant under the Bogoliubov transformations and used to formulate the perturbation theory [13] . w 0 is said to have finite norm if (w 0 , w 0 ) σ 0, and the perturbation theory for finite-norm eigenfunctions is almost the same as that for the well-known hermitian operators. Among the zero-mode solutions (4.1)-(4.4), only w phonon has zero norm, while w KR1 , w KR2 , and w breather have finite and positive norm. Therefore, for the latter three modes, the coefficient of k 2 is calculated by
In the following, we provide the dispersion relations for these modes.
1. w KR1 and w KR2 -the KR complex modes
We obtain (w KR1 , 14 ], and (w KR2 , σ 3 w KR2 ) σ = 4π[(µ + nω)I 12 − 2gI 14 ] with I αβ = ∞ 0 r α f β dr. Therefore, the dispersion relations are given by
12)
We emphasize that A ± is always positive for any n by definition. Therefore, these modes show no Landau instability (i.e., no negative dispersion relation for positive-norm eigenstates). Using Eqs. (4.5)-(4.8), the oscillation of the vortex core and the condensate surface can be respectively estimated as r core (t, z), θ core (t, z) = α|n|, m(π − kz + ǫt) (if n 0), (4.15)
where ǫ, m = ǫ KR1 (k), −1 and ǫ KR2 (k), +1 should be used for KR1 and KR2, respectively. Here, (r core , θ core ) is obtained by solving |ψ + δψ| = 0 for Eq. (4.5) with w KR1,2 . Also note that we define the condensate surface by the position such that the condensate density is equal to f (r TF ) 2 , where r TF is the TF radius [Eq. (2.6)]. Since r surface (t, z, θ + θ core (t, z)) = r TF + α cos(θ), the configuration looks static from an observer rotating with the vortex core.
Since the KR1 and KR2 modes have the same density fluctuation δρ [Eq. (4.8)], their difference appears in the phase fluctuation δϕ. It will be seen in Sec. V. [48] .
w breather -the breather mode
Thus, the dispersion relation is given by
where η is defined by Eq. (4.14). Solving |ψ + δψ| = 0 for Eq. (4.5) with w breather with assuming f ∝ r |n| near the origin, we can check that this mode shows no vortex-core oscillation up to O(α). The surface oscillation is estimated as
with ǫ = ǫ breather (k). This expression is consistent with the feature of Fig. 1 (B) . Here, we have assumed r TF ≫ f (r TF ) f ′ (r TF ) . The node point of breathing motion, where the density oscillation vanishes, can be found by solving δρ(r) = 0. Within the TF approximation (2.5), it is estimated as
The phase oscillation δϕ(r) also vanishes at the same point. The validity of Eq. (4.24) will be checked in Figs. 5 and 11.
w phonon -Bogoliubov sound wave
This mode yields the famous Bogoliubov phonon (or sound wave) with the linear dispersion relation ǫ ∝ k [42] . Since w phonon is a zero-norm eigenstate, the perturbation theory needs a slight modification [13, 14] , corresponding to the case of the Jordan block of size 2. The perturbation theory for general larger Jordan blocks is given in Appendix F of Ref. [13] .
f (r) can be regarded as a function of parameters (µ, ω). Differentiating Eq. (2.4) by µ, we find
z phonon corresponds to the generalized eigenvector of the Jordan block. Using it, we solve the finite-k Bogoliubov equation (2.8) by a perturbation expansion (L 0 + σ 3 k 2 )(w phonon + ǫ 1 kz phonon +βk 2 w 2 +· · · ) = (ǫ 1 k+ǫ 2 k 2 +· · · )(w phonon +ǫ 1 kz phonon + βk 2 w 2 + · · · ). See also Ref. [13] , Sec. 6.1. Then we find
We thus obtain the linear dispersion relation
In the trap-free limit ω → 0, the condensate behaves as f 2 (r → ∞) = µ 2g , and hence we get ǫ 1 = 2µ, which is consistent with the phonon dispersion relation for a uniform condensate.
Here we remark on the density fluctuation of the Bogoliubov phonon. Recall Eq. (4.8) again. The eigenstate w phonon has only a phase fluctuation δϕ. However, it does not mean that the Bogoliubov phonon induces no density fluctuation. It appears from the first order in k (or ǫ). Using the first-order wavefunction w phonon + ǫ 1 kz phonon + O(k 2 ), we find δϕ = 1 and δρ = ǫ 1 k∂ µ ( f 2 ). Thus, the generalized eigenvector z phonon represents the density fluctuation.
Basically, the density fluctuation of phonon excitations appears from the first order in ǫ. If it emerges from the zeroth order, it triggers the instability [49, 50] . ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
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V. NUMERICAL CHECK
In this section, we numerically verify the analytical predictions derived in the last section. We plot the dispersion relations, their zero-mode eigenfunctions and density and phase fluctuations (4.8). We also discuss the Kelvin mode appearing in the vortex state.
A. The vortexless state (n = 0)
We first consider the collective excitations when the background BEC is in the ground state, i.e., the state with no vor- 
T , δρ KR1 = (u KR1 + v KR1 ) f, and δϕ KR1 = (u KR1 − v KR1 )/(2 f ) with a constant factor multiplied for visibility. We also plot the condensate wavefunction f (r) and its TF approximation f TF (r) [Eq. (2.5)] for reference. The parameters are g = 1, µ = 2, ω = 0.38 (the same as Fig. 2) , and the TF radius is r TF = 7.44. There is no vortex helical motion when n = 0, though it is named the "Kelvin-ripple complex." Note that w KR2 is identical to w KR1 . Figures 2 and 3 show the energy spectra for the eigenstates with the angular quantum numbers m = 0 and −1, respectively. Note that if n = 0, the Bogoliubov equations for ±m are completely the same. In Fig. 2 , we find two modes originated from the SSB of the Sch(2) symmetry, i.e., the Bogoliubov phonon and the breather mode. Their dispersion relations are well fitted by the theoretical expressions, given by Eqs. (4.21), (4.22) , (4.26) , and (4.27). In Fig. 3 , we find the KR1 and KR2 modes. The theoretical curve is given by Eq. (4.12) with (4.14), showing a good agreement with the numerical points ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
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▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 for small k. Figure 4 shows a plot of the KR1 zero mode w KR1 [Eq. (4.2)]. Here, we must admit that the naming "Kelvinripple complex" is a little inappropriate for the no-vortex state (n = 0), because there is no vortex-core oscillation. We however use this name for brevity. The wavefunction for the KR2 mode w KR2 is the same as that for the KR1, up to the angular exponential factor e ±iθ . Figure 5 shows the zero mode of the breather mode w breather [Eq. (4.4) ]. The breather mode has a node at r node = 1 √ 2 r TF .
B. n = 1 (the vortex state)
We next consider the case n = 1, where there exists a vortex. f (r) vanishes at the origin r = 0, but the profile of the outer condensate is still well approximated by the TF wavefunction (2.5). The dispersion relations for m = 0, ±1 are shown in Figs. 6-8 , and the zero-mode eigenfunctions are plotted in Figs. 9-12 .
The feature of excited states for (n, m) = (1, 0) shown in Fig. 6 is almost the same as the no-vortex case (n, m) = (0, 0) (Fig 2) ; we find the Bogoliubov phonons and the breather modes. The important difference appears in Fig 7. From  Fig. 7 , we first find that the dispersion curves of the KR1 and KR2 complex modes are not symmetric because A + A − . Furthermore, we find a low-energy excitation shown by purple diamond dots in Fig. 7 , which cannot be predicted from the Sch(2) symmetry. As shown in Fig. 12 , the physical interpretation of this mode is just the Kelvin mode. This mode shows the so-called Landau instability, i.e., a positive-norm eigenstate has a negative eigenvalue. Such a character is also found for the Kelvin modes confined in the cylindrical trap [15, 36] . Since in the trap-free limit (ω → 0) the Kelvin mode becomes a "genuine" NG mode associated with spontaneously broken translational symmetries in the presence of a vortex, the ex-▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
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▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 act zero-mode eigenfunction can be found in this limit [13] . However, for finite ω, it does not have an exact expression, in contrast to the other modes whose zero-mode eigenfunctions are found for finite ω using Sch(2) symmetry. Even if we do not know the exact dispersion relation, we can find a k 2 coefficient by the general formula (4.9) with (4.11) . This is shown by a dotted line in 3)], δρ KR2 = (u KR2 + v KR2 ) f, and δϕ KR2 = (u KR2 − v KR2 )/(2 f ) with a constant factor multiplied for visibility. We also plot the condensate wavefunction f (r) and its TF approximation f TF (r) [Eq. (2.5)] for reference. The parameters used are the same as Fig 6. The divergent δϕ around a vortex core suggests core's helical motion. While the KR1 mode (Fig 9) has a node in the wavefunction (u KR1 , v KR1 ), no node is found for (u KR2 , v KR2 ).
tex core is oscillating in these modes, consistent with the expression (4.15). Since the outer condensate is also oscillating [Eq. (4.16)], the picture in Fig. 1 (C) is indeed realized in these modes. Figure 11 shows a plot of the zero mode of the breather given in Eq. (4.4). We can see that the position of the node r node is well estimated by Eq. (4.24) . In contrast to the KR1 and KR2 modes, this mode has finite phase fluctuation δϕ at the vortex core r = 0, which indicates that this excitation shows no vortex-core motion. Therefore, this mode is regarded as a pure breather, not coupled to the Kelvin mode. Figure 12 is a zero-mode wavefunction of the Kelvin mode, i.e., the plot of the eigenfunction for the purple diamond dot of the k = 0 eigenstate in Fig. 7 . The behavior of this mode near the vortex core is similar to the KR1 mode (Fig. 9) , which is natural because both modes will reduce to the same zero mode w x-trans − iw y-trans in the trap-free limit ω → 0. However, this mode decays near the condensate surface, and therefore it can be identified as a pure Kelvin mode, corresponding to Fig. 1 (A) .
VI. QUASI-MASSIVE-NAMBU-GOLDSTONE MODES
The collective excitations w KR1 , w KR2 , and w breather in an elongated 3D BEC, which are found by using 2D Schrödinger symmetry, can be identified as both quasi-and massive NG modes. Here we explain why this is so. (Note: w phonon is an ordinary NG mode associated with the U(1) SSB.)
First, let us recall the concept of the massive NG modes [19] [20] [21] . These modes emerge in the systems with an exter-nal field term which lowers the symmetry of the Lagrangian, but could be eliminated by performing some time-dependent transformation for physical variables. The Bogoliubovtheoretical treatment of these modes is available in Ref. [13] , Appendix G. If the external field is a Noether charge −µQ, the elimination is achieved by the transformationψ = e −iµQt ψ. Therefore, if the symmetry group for the system with no external field is denoted by G, that with the external field can be expressed as G ′ = e iµQt Ge −iµQt . A well-known typical example is the magnetic field term −BS z which breaks the spinrotation symmetry. The massive NG mode is not gapless, but its existence is still robustly ensured by symmetry, and the value of the gap is determined only from the Lie algebra of the symmetry group.
Next, we explain the concept of quasi-NG modes based on Ref. [14] with a slight generalization. Let us consider a system described by several classical fields, whose Lagrangian is written by two terms: L = L 1 +L 2 . We assume that each term has a group symmetry denoted by G L 1 and G L 2 . The symmetry of the total Lagrangian is then given by
As proved in Ref. [14] , if we have a family of solutions parametrized by several continuous parameters, and if all elements in this family satisfies L 2 = 0, then we can construct a parameter-derivative quasi-zero-mode solution for all generators of G L 1 . (Some of them may be a "genuine" zero mode originating from the true Lagrangian symmetry G L .) Furthermore, we can find a dispersion relation for these modes by perturbation theory. In Ref. [14] , the theory has been constructed for the case of
is a time-derivative term of the Lagrangian appearing for the Schrödinger-type equations, and T and V are kinetic and potential terms, respectively. H = T + V can be regarded as a Hamiltonian. In particular, an example of the complex O(N) model, where
, has been discussed. In the condensed-matter example of the spin-2 Bose condensate [51] , we have L 1 = L time − H 1 and
where ρ = 2 m=−2 |ψ m | 2 is a particle number density, Θ = 
, by an appropriate choice of coupling constants c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , we obtain the nematic phase where all the states with vanishing magnetization can be a ground state [51] [52] [53] . The large degeneracy of this phase cannot be resolved unless the quantum many-body effects are included [54] [55] [56] , and thus we get quasi-NG modes originating from the SSB of G L 1 , i.e., the S O(5) symmetry [32] .
On the basis of the above-mentioned concepts of quasiand massive NG modes, we can now explain why the modes w KR1 , w KR2 , and w breather in the harmonic trap are quasimassive-NG modes. In the present system, we can decompose the Lagrangian into the two terms L 1 = L time − H 1 and trap . (Recall that T −1 trap = T release .) Moreover, if we consider solutions with the z-translational symmetry, we get H 2 = 0, and hence, we can obtain parameter-derivative zero-mode solutions of the Bogoliubov equation originating from the SSB of G L 1 , as derived in Secs. III B and IV. These can be regarded as quasi-NG modes in the sense that they have an origin in the SSB of the partial Lagrangian L 1 , but not the total L. The quasi-NG modes with the same origin is also found for a Skyrmion line in Ref. [34] . Furthermore, in the L 1 , the external harmonic-trap term
, which breaks the translational symmetry and hence lowers the symmetry of the total Lagrangian, can be eliminated by the transformatioñ ψ = T release [ψ] , and the zero-mode solutions are expressed as Eq. (3.9), which are analogous to Eq. (G.8) in the Appendix G of Ref. [13] . They have finite gaps determined by symmetry consideration, which are ǫ = ω for w KR1,2 and ǫ = 2ω for w breather . Therefore, they are also regarded as massive NG modes. This is why we can refer to these modes as quasimassive-Nambu-Goldstone modes.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
To summarize, we have provided exact characteristics of the 3D collective excitations in an elongated BEC confined by a harmonic trap, using the concept of the 2D Schrödinger symmetry and the Bogoliubov theory. We found four kinds of low-energy excitations whose existence is robustly guaranteed by the Schrödinger-group symmetry, that is, the two KR complex modes, the one breather mode, and the Bogoliubov sound wave. We have determined their dispersion relations analytically and clarified their physical picture (Secs. III, IV, and V). We also have pointed out that the most basic excitation, i.e., the Kelvin mode, cannot be treated in terms of the SSB of the 2D Schrödinger symmetry.
Furthermore, we have pointed out in Sec. VI that the KR complex modes and the breather mode can be regarded as the quasi-massive-NG modes, extending the generalized concepts of the NG modes.
We have constructed the theory of the excitations propagating along the z-axis in this paper. If the system length is finite in the z direction, these excitations will be observed as a standing wave, which will be a more natural setting in ultracold atomic experiments. Our formalism should be extended to the case in which the dependence of the system in the zdirection is small.
The concept of the quasi-massive-NG modes proposed in this paper should be further investigated from various viewpoints in closely related recent popular physical topics, e.g., application to the quantum turbulence [57, 58] , the Higgs modes [59] [60] [61] [62] , and the Nambu sum rules [63, 64] in single and/or multi-component bosonic/fermionic superfluids, and so on. The splitting instability of multiple vortices in an elongated trap which may undergo the quantum turbulence was discussed in Ref. [65] . The analytical study of the Kelvin mode for the small g regime will be also worth investigating as was done in 2D in Ref. [66] . In this paper, we have ignored the quantum many-body effects. If the quantum correction is added, the Schrödinger symmetry of the 2D GP system will disppear due to the quantum anomaly. Therefore, studying these effects through the dispersion relations of the breathing modes will be an important future work. Another direction for future work will be a singular perturbation analysis [67] for the extrapolation of the solutions to the trap-free system ω → 0, where we expect only two NG modes, i.e. the Bogoliubov sound wave with linear dispersion and the Kelvin mode with logarithmic dispersion.
